[Hyaluronic acid rheology: Basics and clinical applications in facial rejuvenation].
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is the most widely used dermal filler to treat facial volume deficits and winkles specially for facial rejuvenation. Depending on various areas of the face, filler is exposed to two different forces (shear deformation and compression/stretching forces) resulting from intrinsec and external mechanical stress. The purpose of this technical note is to explain how rheology, which is the study of the flow and deformation of matter under strains, can be used in our clinical practice of facial volumization with fillers. Indeed, comprehension of the rheological properties of HA has become essential in selection of dermal filler targeted to the area of the face. Viscosity, elasticity and cohesivity are the main three properties to be taken into consideration in this selection. Aesthetic physicians and surgeons have to familiarize with those basics in order to select the HA with the right rheological properties to achieve a natural-looking and long-lasting outcome.